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the circus of dr lao wikipedia - a circus owned by a chinese man named dr lao pulls into town one day carrying legendary
creatures from all areas of mythology and legend among them a sea serpent apollonius of tyana who tells dark yet always
truthful fortunes a medusa and a satyr through interactions with the circus the locals attain various enigmatic peak
experiences appropriate to each one s particular personality, 7 faces of dr lao wikipedia - 7 faces of dr lao is a 1964
american metrocolor fantasy comedy film directed by george pal and starring tony randall it is an adaptation of the 1935
fantasy novel the circus of dr lao by charles g finney it details the visit of a magical circus to a small town in the southwest
united states and the effects that visit has on the people of the town the novel was adapted by charles beaumont, the
circus of dr lao wiki everipedia - the circus of dr lao s wiki the circus of dr lao 1935 is a novel written by the american
newspaperman and writer charles g finney it won one of the inaugural national book awards the most original book of 1935,
the circus of dr lao the satellite of love ric size - the mysterious dr lao travels on a jackass carrying only himself a fish
bowl with a baby catfish dr lao visits the town newspaper to advertise his 2 day circus to be held at the edge of town the
conflict of the story starts with local tycoon clinton stark arthur o connell pitching the townspeople the idea of their land being
worthless, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 filmexicon - plot dr lao rides a donkey into abalone arizona and visits edward
cunningham s newspaper to place a large ad for his traveling circus which will play for two nights only though quiet abalone
is not peaceful wealthy rancher clinton stark arthur o connell has inside information that a railroad is coming to town and
plans to buy the entire township while the land is cheap, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 silver scenes a blog for - tony randall
gives a tour de force performance as dr lao an ancient chinese ringmaster who journeys to the sleepy town of abalone to
share his circus of marvels with its residents and in turn create a life altering effect on the community, amazon com 7 faces
of dr lao george pal tony randall - the magical dr lao and his very unusual circus featuring a variety of characters from
popular greek and roman mythology come to town and cause all concerned to reflect on who they are and what they re
doing, arthur o connell imdb - arthur o connell actor anatomy of a murder though veteran character actor arthur o connell
was born in new york city in 1908 he looked as countrified as apple pie looking ever more comfy in overalls than he ever did
in a suit he made his stage debut in the mid 1930s and came into contact with orson welles mercury theatre, 7 faces of dr
lao tony randall shows things are not as - later on the widow enters the tent of pan the god of joy at dr lao s circus initially
she is repelled by the mythical goat creature but when he begins to play his pipes of seduction he turns into a sexy muscular
shirtless john ericson
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